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“Record Numbers of 
College Students Are 
Seeking Treatment for 
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— But Schools Can't 
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Rachel Dahlhausen, Women's Counselor
Ext. 2131, rdahlhau@bju.edu
Rachel joined the Student Care and Discipleship team in August 
2018, but she is no stranger to BJU. Rachel participated in the 
residence hall leadership as an RA, a mentor, and a supervisor for 
a total of 8 years. She served in the Philippines for several years 
teaching undergraduate courses at a Bible college, and she 
participated yearly in camp ministry and crisis counseling for 
teenage women. Rachel loves college students and is passionate 
about sharing the relevant, truth-filled Word of God with young 
women, teaching them to know and love the God whose image 
they bear. Rachel has a BS and MMus from BJU and is currently 
working on an MA in biblical counseling from Masters University 
in Santa Clarita, California.

https://home.bju.edu/campus-life/student-care-office/#d.en.7885
mailto:rdahlhau@bju.edu


Pearson L. Johnson III, Director of Student Care & Discipleship
Ext: 2130, pjohnson@bju.edu
Pearson came to Bob Jones University as the director of student 
care and discipleship in August 2015 after serving for nearly 20 
years as a pastor of missions and discipleship in the Detroit, 
Michigan, area. Pearson has a love for biblical counseling, 
discipleship, and a desire to help mentor students through their 
college and seminary years. Pearson has a BS and MDiv from BJU, 
a ThM from Detroit Baptist Theological Seminary and a DMin
from The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary.

https://home.bju.edu/campus-life/student-care-office/#d.en.7885
mailto:pjohnson@bju.edu


Definition: from “Counseling at BJU Acknowledgment”-

Bob Jones University is committed to a biblical discipleship 

and counseling model. . . We seek to provide the help, hope 

and healing that God gives to people through His Word. Our 

biblical counseling model means that we affirm Scripture is 

sufficient as the authoritative, inerrant revelation of God, 

His saving work, and His wisdom for holy and joyful living.



• We provide biblical counseling, not licensed counseling. This stems 

from BJU’s belief in the sufficiency of scripture and our philosophy 

of biblical counseling.

• We provide confidential counseling, which means we do not talk 

about your counseling without your permission with the exceptions 

of mandatory reporting of child abuse or when someone’s safety or 

security is deemed to be at risk.

• We never discourage seeking medical or other help from resources 

outside of BJU in the community. 

• All counseling in the Student Care Office is voluntary.



•Professionals- Psychiatrists and Psychologists. Often, 

they miss the spiritual element of life, however.

•Pastors & Teachers- Ephesians 4:11-12; Hebrews 

13:17

•Mentors and Peers- Titus 2:4-8; Romans 15:14



• Full of goodness-

• Filled with all knowledge-

• Therefore, able… and so are you!

• With a certain type or aspect of help… (Eph 4:15-16)

• Remember, you may not be able to provide all the help 

someone needs, but you can be a vital part of providing 

all the help someone needs.



Prayer

Share

Care





When we rely upon organization, we get what 

organization can do; when we rely upon education, we get 

what education can do; when we rely upon eloquence, we 

get what eloquence can do. And so on. But when we rely 

upon prayer, we get what God can do.”

Dr. A. C. Dixon, quoted by Robert Hall Glover, The Bible Basis of Missions, p. 186





The most effective counseling does not come from a set 

of proof texts that address problems, but a series of 

contexts in the course of relationship.





•Goals:

•Be An Example

•Be An Encouragement

•Roles:

•Mentoring Relationships

•Mutual Relationships



•Resources

•Booklets, pamphlets, advice

•Books for doing topical studies on various 

counseling issues





Pearson Johnson

• pjohnson@bju.edu

• (313) 246-4864

Rachel Dahlhausen

• rdahlhau@bju.edu

• (864) 553-6972
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